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Our Sponsors

Become a sponsor

As a sponsor you benefit from our presence in the daily, online and

specialist press. We regularly speak at congresses, conferences and

exhibitions both at home (Germany) and abroad. You will be associated

with our innovative image, your brand will be strengthened and

supported.

initiative.

Our premium sponsors

BFB BestMedia4Berlin GmbH
BFB BestMedia4Berlin GmbH offers local advertising solutions for print

and online media. We are publisher of Gelbe Seiten Berlin (Yellow

Pages) and other printed and online directories. We also provide search

engine marketing and -optimization for small and medium-sized

enterprises in Berlin.

TVG Telefon- und Verzeichnisverlag GmbH & Co. KG (Berlin

Telephone Book)
The TVG Telefon- und Verzeichnisverlag GmbH & Co. KG, located in

Frankfurt, is together with Deutsche Telekom Medien GmbH publisher of

the directories DasTelefonbuch München, Hamburg and Berlin and also

of various issues of DasÖrtliche.

Our Sponsors

BerlinOnline Stadtportal GmbH & Co. KG

BerlinOnline City Portal GmbH & Co. KG is responsible both for the

technical platform, layout and usability of the city portals berlin.de and

berlinonline. BerlinOnline bundles exclusively content and service from

Berliner Zeitung, Berliner Kurier, and TIP Berlin magazine and

complements them with further information, service and entertainment

content for Berliners and parties interested in Berlin.

 

AirBerlin PLC.
Air Berlin became since its foundation in 1997 the second largest

German airline. In terms of European air travel, Air Berlin's acquisition of

the holiday carrier LTU made it the fifth largest airline in Europe, and has

more than 8.000 employees worldwide.

ALBA
ALBA is an internationally oriented company in the waste management

and recycling sector. As a family-run firm and environment service

company, we combine traditional values with innovative ideas. We set

high standards for the quality of our work and offer our customers our

services as an experienced and reliable partner.

BARTELS KIM WOLLENHAUPT
BARTELS KIM WOLLENHAUPT Rechtsanwälte/ Attorneys at Law are

a law office focusing on core practice areas: IT / IP / Media law.

Contract design, litigation and risk management - „legal one-stop shop“.

Legal advice meeting the needs of the clients in the creative and

technology-oriented branches: allmedialaw.com

Berlin Plaza Hotel
The Berlin Plaza Hotel is situated at the famous Kurfürstendamm and

convinces by its excellent location and an individual service. Innovative is

among others the cost free and unlimited use of wireless LAN within the

hotel area.

Berlin-one.net
Since 1996, BERLIN-ONE.net has been the innovative service supplier
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for SMEs, medium sized companies and organisations. We are your

partner for hosting, housing, basic Internet services, security services &

products, Internet access, consulting and more.

Bleibtreu Hotel
Since 1995 the Hotel Bleibtreu an intimate atmosphere and charme in a

central location. All 60 rooms offer Art, Design, and homely comfort in

one of the most beautiful sides treets of Kurfürstendamm. 

DEHOGA Berlin
Dehoga Berlin is not only the economic and employers' association but

also a up-to-date service provider. As association of the hotels and

restaurants of Berlin he acts as spokesman with politics, administration,

press, and the public.

Deutsche Klassenlotterie Berlin AöR
The german class lottery Berlin (DKLB) is the lottery of Berlin and offers

products like LOTTO 6aus49, KENO, plus 5, TOTO, Spiel 77, SUPER

6, GlücksSpirale, Rubbellose, and ODDSET.

Grand Hyatt Berlin GmbH
The Grand Hyatt Berlin Hotel anchors the newly built heart of Berlin at

Potsdamer Platz with powerful architecture and innovative interior design

that encompasses an exceptional, modern art concept throughout the

hotel.

Handelsverband Berlin-Brandenburg e.V. (HBB)
The Association represents the interests of more than 2.000 members,

which are local retailers in Berlin and Brandenburg. Among other

activities, the association is resposible for shopping street marketing like

AG City, and Friedrichstraße.

Hotel Altberlin
The Hotel from the turn of the century is located at Potsdamer Platz and

retained its original charme after several refurbishments. Unique in Berlin

are the rooms furnished in Wilhelminian style, which combine all modern

amenities with the charme of Alt-Berlin ambience. Our traditional kitchen

of the Restaurant „Rikes Gasthaus“ belonging to our house offers

Altberlin cuisine as well as from close-by regions.

Hotel Astoria
The privately run hotel is situated in the centre of the City West in the

urban triangle of Kurfürstendamm, Bahnhof Zoo and Kranzler-Eck. It is

the ideal starting point for shopping tours, sightseeing, a visit to the

cinema, theatre or concerts as well as for getting in touch with the typical

Berlin way of life by exploring the near-by cafes, restaurants and clubs.

Hotel Domicil Berlin
Your private first class hotel close to Kurfürstendamm, and Berlin

fairground. The mediterranean design, the warm colours and

affectionate details express the identity of a private hotel and generate

an ambience to feel home. In particular our guests are surrounded by a

fantastic view of the city at breakfast and while taking their evening

cocktail.

Hotel Zoo
You can't be located more centrally in Berlin. You will stay direct in the

liveliest part of the city, right by the world famous Kurfürstendamm. In a

typically prestigious Berlin building of the 1920's with 3,80 metre high

ceilings you can picture yourself back in time when the greatest national

and international movie and theatre Stars passed through these doors.

Our terrace directly at Kurfürstendamm is the ideal place to soak up the

cities’ atmosphere and watch the goings.

http.net
Since its foundation in 1996, http.net Internet GmbH has
specialised in Internet services for indirect sales. With its
regional, independent sales partners, http.net looks after small
and medium enterprises with basic Internet services such as
domain services, SSL certificates, email services, DSL, Internet
connections as well as providing web, server and application
hosting.

Institut für Laboratoriumsmedizin Berlin
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The IFBL is an independant medical specialist lab and offers
since more than 20 years medical lab services for physicians,
dentists, hospitals, and rest homes.  

Internetwire Communications
Since 1996 InterNetWire stands as Premium-ISP for high-quality

internet-, datacenter-, and domain services. As Denic member and

ICANN accredited registrar the company belongs with more than

500.000 domains to the biggest providers of domain services for

registrars in Germany.

Meistersaal at Potsdamer Platz
For 100 years, the Meistersaal has been a location in the heart of Berlin

that, like so few others in this city, embodies the powerful tension

between tradition and modernity. Whether it be Kurt Tucholsky, David

Bowie, Udo Lindenberg, U2 or Herbert Grönemeyer - a wide range of

major artists have played this venue to draw inspiration from its unique

atmosphere.

TV.BERLIN
We are Berlin: The TV station of the Capital with a 24h program offers

news, talks, lifestyle- and consumer magazines and reality shows.

Tv.berlin is distributed in Berlin and its environment via DVB-T and

Cable.
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